
 

 

 
In 1998, Thomson’s group at the University of Wisconsin and Gearhart’s group 

at the Johns Hopkins Hospital isolated human cells with the pluripotent property of 
embryonic stem cells.  This exciting achievement opened the way to the clinical 
application of stem cell therapy: the replacement of diseased or degenerating cell 
populations, tissues and organs. However, ES cell has fatal limitations for practical 
medicine at the present time.  Immunological issues by allogenic graft, technical 
insufficiency to regulate high performance of auto-programmed pluripotent stem 
cells, and ethical issues to use human embryo.  In 2007, Yamanaka’s group at the 
Kyoto University and Thomson’s group again have identified the methodology of 
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells from human adult cells.  iPS cell conquered the 
limitation of ES cells in terms of immunological and ethical controversial objects, 
while iPS methodology remained several scientific and medical problems to solve.  
Therefore, now the intense enthusiasm wheels Japanese and world science towards 
the practical high road for regenerative medicine using iPS cells. 

Despite delightful news of human ES cell and iPS cell,  these are not the only 
candidates for stem cell generation.  In the past decade, researchers have defined 
somatic committed stem or progenitor cells from various tissues, including bone 
marrow, peripheral blood, brain, liver and reproductive organs, in both adult 
animals and humans.  The committed stem and progenitor cells isolated from the 
adult species have several advantages as compared to iPS and ES cells. First, 
committed stem and progenitor cells can be transplanted autologously without 
immunologic consequences.   As adult stem and progenitor cells are already 
determined or committed to cell types for targeted organs, they spontaneously 
differentiate under controlled conditions in vitro into specific lineage cells, and have 
the ability to reconstitute target organs in vivo. In contrast, iPS and ES cells are still 
under investigation for direct induction of specific cell differentiation for therapeutic 
application.  

In this session, we discuss the stream of stem cell biology and medical 
applications in the world science intensely investigating what stem cells are 
practical and how cells are used for regenerative medicine. 
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グローサリー 

Induced pluripotent stem cell (iPS cell):人工（誘導型）多能性幹細胞。大人の組

織の細胞に特定の（複数の）遺伝子を導入することで作製できる、胎児幹細胞（ES cell

）と同様の多能性（万能性）を有した幹細胞。 


